Pitch of the movie

“The Attila’s Gold”
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The Title of the movie
“The Attila’s Gold”

The description of the format
Short series in screen life format.

Logline
“Gold, gold, gold… Just gold would show who is the Hero, who is the Traitor, who is
the Vulture… What would the gold do with everyone… What would everyone turn
the gold into?”
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Synopsis
The main characters
1. Khabir.
Khabir is the local famous boxer, who dreams to go to America and to become world
champion boxer.
Devices: phone.
2. Edmond.
Edmond is the son of rich owner of oil refineries. He plays around with acting skills
and dreams to be famous and to run the world.
Devices: phone, GoPro camera (2 items).
3. David Inozemtsev.
David is a director and runs the film company “Star of David”. He searches sacral
knowledge.
Devices: phone, laptop, camera, film camera.
4. Altynai.
She is the local girl. She studies at choreographic school. She has holiday. Altynai
dreams about Hollywood.
Devices: phone, camera.
The image is displayed in accordance with the device on which the video is recorded
at a given time. The quality and style of the image corresponds to the recording
device. In the descriptions of the main characters there is a list of devices that he
uses.
The action of this film is set on shooting area of feature film. The film is dedicated to
fighting between Iroquois and white colonizers, latter hunters for “Iroquois’s gold”.
Shooting is located on the South Ural Mountains, near the remote village. The local
residents of village have similar look with Indians.
The plot of film is thickened during film shooting “The Iroquois’s Gold”. The main
character Khabir arrives to filming location. He is forced to run from bill collectors in truck
transported movie props. At same time actor Edmond, the second main character, conflicts
with David Inozemtsev, the film director. The conflict frequently leads to Edmond’s leaving
with scandal the filming location.
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Khabir makes a friendship with local girl Altynai, then this friendship is developed into
love. Later Khabir saves Edmond from the local residents’ anger, got angry about his
another trick.
The director mistakes Khabir to a new background actor from local residents. So Khabir is
enrolled shooting process. Khabir fraternizes with Edmond and begins to live in a barn near
Altynai’s house.
Khabir and Edmonds get know about a local legend from Altynai. The legend is told about
Atilla who buried a huge treasure, the whole Golden mountain, in area, where shooting
takes place. According to the legend, «two brothers who are NOT brothers» should find this
treasure. Khabir and Edmond go looking for the “Attila’s Gold” individually.
David Inozemtsev hears about the legend from local resident too. This local resident is
David’s assistant and at same time an unknowing accomplice to his machination. David
tries to steal shooting equipments to get insurance payments.
All main characters are involved to numerous and dangerous adventurous during the Gold
Mountain searching. Every hero has own motive.
David Inozemtsev’s machination is solved in unexpected way. That is why he takes extreme
measures to hide his fraud from witnesses. The witnesses are main characters of film.
The fighting between characters of film becomes much greater stringency. The one of
reasons is falling in love with the same girl, Altynai.
Khabir finds out another Altynai’s secret…
All events are interwoven in absolutely incredible tangle of amazing mysteries and
discoveries bordering with myths and fiction. The dramatic outcome is unavoidable…
“Attila’s Gold” would be found … But everyone will have to pay a high price.

The story is based on real artifacts.
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Locations
Southern Urals
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An approximate budget
$1000000
The bio of the producer
Saitova Ramilya
Was born on July16, 1966 in the Bashkortostan, Russia.
Divorced, 2 adult children.
She graduated from the Moscow Academy of National Economy
named after Plekhanov, has degree in economics.
Recognized as the "Best Business Woman of Russia" by the
International magazine "Cosmopolitan" in 1999.
Currently she is in law and business consulting.
Resides in the city of Ufa, Russia.
Level of knowledge of English: Intermediate.

Financing
Possible partial or full funding
Рartners
Will be disclosed at pitching
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Casting
The role of Khabir plays Khabir Suleymanov.

Khabir Suleymanov use to be a professional boxer.
Born in Russia.
He lived 3 years in New York during this time he won NY state Golden Gloves
championship with his twin brother.
After he moved to Los Angeles and lived there another 7 years and become 2 time
US champion in profiessional boxing.
Height 5’6” tall (168 cm)
Date of birth December 17, 1980
Level of knowledge of English: Upper-Intermediate.
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The role of Altynai plays actress Sofia Skya.

Sofia Skya is russian ballet dancer, american movie actress.
The owner of the title of Mrs. world 2006.
Born in Russia.
Education
Choreographic School Vaganova (1996-1997)
The Higher Ballet Academy named after Rudolf Nuriev (1999-2004)
From 2006 to 2012 she lived, studied and worked in America, Los Angeles.
2007 Reel English Coach, Los Angeles, CA, Accent Reduction Voice Coaching,
Kelly Reiter
2008 Joanne Baron DW Brown Studios, Los Angeles, CA, Meisner Technique.
2008 Larry Moss Studios, Los Angeles, CA, Cold Reading, Improvisation
2009 mastery of the right sensation of the scene and the behavior in front of the
camera. studio Lisa Melilo (Lisa Mellilo, Los Angeles, CA, Auditioning, Scene
Study).
Height 5’9” tall (177 cm)
Date of birth August 12, 1987
Level of knowledge of English: Upper-Intermediate.
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